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It was through my neighbour who is also a good friend, strongly
recommended me to start this wonderful development with Longevitology. From
the primary course learning until now, everyday not only benefiting from it, also
deeply feeling incredible amazement and the valuable of Longevitology.
Had the chakras opened during the primary and intermediate courses, the first
two days had good sleep, it may be my body’s slow response, did not feel any
changes or discomfort. Therefore, helping other people with adjustments, starting
my surprising and exhilarating journey.
After the courses completed, co-incidentally there was a student re-union
party, one of the classmate mentioned that she has lots discomforts in her body, I
thought my chance have come, got her agreed to have adjustments applied for her.
While applying adjustments to classmate A, she said loudly that her body was very
hot, eventually she dropped off to sleep. At that time, I was applying adjustments to
the areas of C4, C3, C2, and each with C7 simultaneously, for she only told me she
is suffering from anaemia and gynaecology problems. Adjustments completed,
classmate A said she felt a bit sick in the chest, the whole body still feel very hot.
The following day, classmate A phoned and said: last night’s sleep was sweet and
straight through until morning, did not have to get up to the toilet, it has been so
many years she was not able to sleep so well. Because of her feeling sick in the
chest after the adjustments, this made me worried (teachers’ explanation- blood
vessels in the heart not flowing very well), then I phoned the treatment centre for
information, the teachers were not there, the volunteer suggested me to phone
teacher Lin’s mobile direct. I only knew teacher Lin is the founder of
Longevitology, have not met her or attended her lessons, first time without
consideration and bothered her, did not expect teacher Lin was so enthusiastic and
very patient, answering and explaining all my queries. Teacher Lin thinks
classmate A has problem in the heart, because of adjustments, the root of/hidden
problem came out, that made classmate A felt sick in the chest. Then I got in touch
with classmate A again and made the fact understood.
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